Bunscoil Clochar Mhuire
St Mary’s Primary School

ICT POLICY
Leadership and Vision
This policy was produced as part of the school plan for Information Technology.

Rationale for ICT Usage
a) Aims


To ensure that access to the computers are available in all areas of the curriculum
in such a way as to enhance and assist the learning experience.



To prepare pupils to take their place in a rapidly changing technological society.



To give children the knowledge and experience necessary to allow them to use the
equipment fully and confidently.



To enable the teaching staff to use their knowledge of computers to assist the
children in efficiently acquiring computer skills.



To help children with learning difficulties gain the confidence to successfully
utilise ICT in their daily learning.



To give the children simple and efficient access through the Internet to
information that would otherwise be inaccessible to them.



To give the children opportunities to use e-mail facilities under a controlled
environment.



To give children experience of appropriate new technology.



To ensure that pupils with no ICT experience or access to computers in their
homes are given the opportunity to become proficient in computer skills.

b) Objectives


To introduce the children to computer hardware.



To give the children basic computer operating skills.



To build up glossary of computer terminology.



To give the children structured hands-on experience using suitable software.



To show the children how to save, retrieve and print their own work.



To teach children to follow the ‘Rules of the Computer Room’ and to respect the
pupils who will use the room throughout the day.



To encourage and teach children how to effectively use and safely work with the
Internet.

Rostering and Time Allocation


A timetable is drawn up each school year for all classes for computer room use.



Each computer is numbered and assigned to individual pupils in each class.

Internet Access/Acceptable Use Policy
The school’s Acceptable Use Policy provides strict guidelines for Internet use.


All pupils must have a permission form signed by a parent or guardian before they are
permitted to use the Internet. (See separate form).



Pupils may only access the Internet under the teacher’s supervision.

Health & Safety
At all times computer use is supervised:


Classes are rostered an appropriate length of time in the Computer Room.



Volume levels are set within safety limits.



Pupils do not tamper with the computers or ancillary equipment.

ICT in the Curriculum
Expected skill and learning outcomes for ICT at each class level:

Junior Infants


Junior Infants are rostered for a half an hour a week.



The Junior Infant year is spent mastering mouse skills and building up the confidence to
use the computers. Software used would be age appropriate and would enhance the
junior curriculum.



Students become familiar with vocabulary related to ICT: mouse, screen, monitor,
keyboard, digital camera, laptop and printer.

Software available for use: Millie’s Maths House, Jumpstart Kindergarden, Bailey’s Bookhouse,
Letters, Numbers, Colours & Shapes, Computer Classroom Early Learning
From this point onwards classes are rostered for an hour a week.

Senior Infants


Senior Infants continue to master mouse skills and are taught to work with
appropriate educational software.



They have many opportunities to engage with the interactive whiteboard.

First Class


They are introduced to Microsoft Word from the end of the first term onwards and are
taught the necessary skills to type a document. Independent printing is not
encouraged at this point.



They become familiar with basic function keys – spacebar, delete, enter



Learn to format text e.g. change font size, font type, alignment, bold etc.



Use Literacy and Numeracy software to aid the middle curriculum.



Introduction to the Internet – using online facilities to teach typing skills.



Continue to utilise the Interactive Whiteboard



Scratch and programming

Second Class


Continue to engage and develop their computer skills through Microsoft Word as
previously developed in First Class.



Software is level appropriate.



Basic search skills are learnt when using the Internet.



Scratch and programming



Introduction to Powerpoint and correct usage of this software to create visually
acceptable presentations

Third and Fourth Class


Develop further use of Microsoft Word tools such as Wordart, copy and paste and
spell check.



Develop further use of Microsoft Powerpoint using images and information sourced
from the Internet.



Learn to save documents to the server and to retrieve them where necessary.



Learn to use the Internet Browser to search for information.



Use interactive learning sites on the Internet to deepen and enhance learning across
the curriculum. A list of sites will be published in Aladdin.



Introduction to blogging on the school website.



Learn to use the camera and to download pictures from it onto a computer.



Contribute to the school website

Fifth and Sixth Class


Learn to use different features of Microsoft Word such as changing colour of text,
inserting pictures and clipart, creating columns and simple tables.



Continue to develop Microsoft Powerpoint for use on projects within the curriculum>



Learn to use the school camera and to download pictures from it onto a computer.



Contribute to the school website.



Learn to email (this will be strictly supervised at all times).



Learn about safety on the Internet, especially with regards to social networking sites
and the possibility of cyber bullying (this is done in conjunction with SPHE).

School ICT Culture


We have published a school website that is updated regularly and features pupils’
work.



We recognise the potential of using ICT as a means of communication for both staff
and parents and day to day administration e.g. Aladdin



Teachers use ICT in their own classroom for planning and administration.



E-Pal projects will be setup with other schools both locally and internationally.

Professional Development


In relation to professional development, there is a mechanism in place where teachers
are fully informed and encouraged to undertake courses in ICT. For the teachers
wishing to avail of them, courses are available at the Navan Education Centre each
term and a list of these courses can be found on the computer notice board in the staff
room. Where needed courses are organised and run within the school.



Having completed a course in ICT a teacher will share their knowledge and pool
resources with other members of staff.



The majority of teachers are confident in the integration of ICT in their daily
teaching.

Resources and Infrastructure


Aladdin affords staff the opportunity to share ‘Useful Websites’ for educational
purposes.



Fault reporting for equipment within in the classroom must be done through Aladdin.



There is Internet (both wired and wireless) available throughout the school through
the school broadband.



Cloud computing software is available for use within the classrooms e.g. Scoilnet,
Folens, etc.



A server has been put in place with a storage facility where staff can save and share
files for the Interactive Whiteboard.



Teachers are required to backup their computer regularly.



In the event of repairs be prepared to lose all data that has not been backed up.

Scratch
We are continuing to design lesson plans for students in order to encourage them to
become independent workers within the computer room. These are being devised as a
colour coded set of worksheets that can be taken and used when a student has completed
the lessons prepared by the teacher. Investigation is being done into a Junior Scratch
program in order to facilitate the teaching of Scratch to the Senior Infant Classes.
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Appendix

Software List - Synopsis
Junior Infants
Millies Maths House

This software is a good starting point for learning
mouse skills, sorting and counting.

Bailey’s Bookhouse

Learning about letters and words – rhyming etc.
Literacy
Learning numbers from 1 – 10
Numeracy
Counting from 1 – 10
Numeracy
Creating puzzles by identifying colours, shapes,
sizes, rhyming words etc. Learning ‘big to small’,
singing songs, painting pictures, numbers and
learning the alphabet.
Numeracy and Literacy

Numbers
Counting
Jumpstart Kindergarden

Letters

Learning about Letters
Literacy

Colours & Shapes

Identifying colours and shapes

Computer Classroom Early Learning See Screen below
Literacy and Numeracy

Senior Infants
Sammy Science House

Learning about Science – making
structures, weather, difference between
different objects: tin, paper etc.

Trudy’s Time and Place

Learning about directions, seasons and
time.

Jump Ahead Starting Reading

Literacy

Counting

Cross over from Junior Infants – recapping
on counting from 1 – 10

Computer Classroom Pre-School

Numbers 1 to 10
Temperature
Time
2D shapes
Length
Position
Symmetry
3D objects
Mass
Numeration
Knowing your alphabet
Early reading
Simple sentences and sequencing

1st Class
Jump Ahead Reading Year 1

7 skill building activities
6 phonics practice activities
Over 1,500 vocabulary words
Multiple difficulty levels
Tutor Technology
Progress Report
Printable Workbook
Literacy

Sammy Science House

Learning about Science – making
structures, weather, difference between
different objects: tin, paper etc.

Leap into Language - A Whale of a Tale 1,2 This early learning software offers
comprehensive language arts training in a
&3
simple, straightforward format. Amiable
cartoon characters introduce kids to reading
via twelve interactive language activities that
present and drill skills ranging from letter
sounds to word completion to beginning
reading. Interesting bits of trivia are offered as
bonus incentives for successfully completed
lessons.

Leap into Language 1 covers the following
topics: letter sounds, letter formation,
alpha ordering, word formation (making
new words by changing a letter in a preexisting word), sequencing, spacing,
rhyming, plurals, suffixes, memorization,
critical thinking, reading and reading
comprehension.

Jump Ahead Year 1

MATHS
Addition and subtraction.
Simple fractions.
Telling the time.
Money value.
Quantities.
READING
Stories and poems.
Reading comprehension.
Language skills.
Visual discrimination.
ART
Art and creativity.
Memory.

Trudy’s Time and Place

Mighty Maths Carnival

Ultimate Maths Challenge

Computer Classroom 1

Literacy and Numeracy
Learning about directions, seasons and
time.
Mighty Math Carnival Countdown invites
young students to explore and grasp basic
math concepts and problem-solving skills.
Numeracy
A shooting game with levels starting in
First Class – these challenges go up to
adult age so can be changed to suit the
level of the child
Knowing your numbers
Days of the week
Numbers 1 to 10
Adding to 10
Subtracting from 10
Hot/cold
Day/night
2D shapes
Length
Position
Symmetry
3D objects
Reading
Comprehension
Writing and spelling
Literacy and Numeracy

Maths Made Easy 1

Reading for Literacy 3

Measurement
hot/cold; day/night
Days of the week
Time
Length
Direction
Position
2D shapes
Awareness & logic
Matching & compiling
Symmetry
3D objects
Mass
Knowing your numbers
Numbers 1 to 10
Adding to 10
Subtracting from 10
Operations & problems
Money
All about zero
Problem solving
Chance & data
And patterns
See Screen Below

2nd Class
Computer Classroom 2

Time
Months of the year
Temperature
2D shapes
3D objects
Addition
Subtracting from 20
Multiplication
Money
Understanding reading
Comprehension
Research
Word building
Spelling and punctuation
Literacy and Numeracy

Reading for Literacy 3

See Screen Below

Jump Ahead Maths Year 2

Numeracy

Ultimate Maths Challenge

A shooting game with levels starting in
First Class – these challenges go up to
adult age so can be changed to suit the
level of the child

Maths Made Easy 2

Months of the year
Clock face & time
Days & dates
Temperature
Length
2D shapes
Patterns
3D objects
Mass
Volume
Numbers 1 to 20
Ordinal numbers
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Fractions
Money
Chance & data
Problem solving

Jump Ahead Year 2

Numeracy and Literacy

Braintastic

Literacy version of Ultimate Maths
Challenge

Storybook Weaver

Creating stories – includes backgrounds,
characters and a option to hear the story
read back to you.

3rd Class
Computer Classroom 3

Time
Temperature
2D shapes
Length
3D objects
Mass
Volume
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Fractions
Money
Data and graphs
Reading
Comprehension
Vocabulary
Punctuation and grammar
Literacy and Numeracy

Reading for Literacy 3

See Screen Below

Cluefinders Mystery Mansion

Mystery game including ‘traps’ that teach
mouse and keyboard skills

Ultimate Maths Challenge

A shooting game with levels starting in
First Class – these challenges go up to
adult age so can be changed to suit the
level of the child

Maths Made Easy 3

Temperature
Time
2D shapes
Angles
Length
Area
3D objects
Volume
Mass
Numeration
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Fractions
Money
Data & graphs
Using calculators

Working mathematically
Problem solving
Cluefinders 3 & 4

Solve a mystery but completing different
task involving numeracy and literacy.

Braintastic

Literacy version of Ultimate Maths
Challenge

Storybook Weaver

Creating stories – includes backgrounds,
characters and a option to hear the story
read back to you.

4th Class
Computer Classroom 4

Time
Temperature
2D shapes
Length
Area
3D objects
Mass
Volume
Numeration
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Fractions
Money
Reading
Comprehension
Research
Vocabulary
Writing and grammar
Literacy and Numeracy

Reading for Literacy 4

See Screen Below

Storybook Weaver

Creating stories – includes backgrounds,
characters and a option to hear the story
read back to you.

Know your Ireland

Learn about Ireland

Maths Made Easy 4

Temperature
Time
2D shapes & angles
Position
Length
Area
3D objects
Volume
Mass
Numeration
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Fractions
Data & graphs
Working Mathematically
Problem Solving

Cluefinders 3 & 4

Solve a mystery but completing different
task involving numeracy and literacy.

Know your Europe

Learn about Europe

Braintastic

Literacy version of Ultimate Maths
Challenge

Ultimate Maths Challenge

A shooting game with levels starting in
First Class – these challenges go up to
adult age so can be changed to suit the
level of the child

5th Class
Computer Classroom 5

Time
2D shapes
Length
Perimeter
3D objects
Mass
Volume
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Times tables
Fractions
Decimals
Money
Graphs & data
Reading
Comprehension
Spelling and proof-reading
Literacy and Numeracy

Reading for Literacy 5

See Screen Below

Who Stole Mona

Learn about the European Union

Maths Made Easy 5

Who Took the Book

Temperature
Time
Length
Area
Position
2D shapes & angles
3D objects
Volume
Mass
Numeration
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Fractions
Money
Data & graphs
Working mathematically
Problem solving
Software to teach children about the
counties in Ireland

Storybook Weaver

Creating stories – includes backgrounds,
characters and a option to hear the story
read back to you.

Braintastic

Literacy version of Ultimate Maths
Challenge

Ultimate Maths Challenge

A shooting game with levels starting in
First Class – these challenges go up to
adult age so can be changed to suit the
level of the child

6th Class
Computer Classroom 6

D shapes
3D objects
Mass
Volume
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Fractions
Percentages
Working mathematically
Reading skills
Cloze exercises
Vocabulary
Sentence building
Spelling
Grammar and proof-reading
Literacy and Numeracy

Reading for Literacy 6

See Screen Below

Cluefinders 6

Solve a mystery but completing different
task involving numeracy and literacy.

Young Scientist Natural Science

Learn all about the natural elements of
science. Includes such things as creating a
skeleton from scratch by placing different
bones in the correct position etc.

Maths Made Easy 6

Temperature
Time
2D shapes & angles
Position
Length
Area
3D objects
Volume
Mass
Numeration
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Fractions & decimals
Data & graphs
Working Mathematically
Problem Solving

Storybook Weaver

Creating stories – includes backgrounds,
characters and a option to hear the story
read back to you.

The Map Detectives

Learn about direction and following maps
to solve a ‘puzzle’ – find the different
places/people.

Young Scientist Physical Science

Learn about the physical elements of
science e.g. Electricity etc.

Braintastic

Literacy version of Ultimate Maths
Challenge

Ultimate Maths Challenge

A shooting game with levels starting in
First Class – these challenges go up to
adult age so can be changed to suit the
level of the child

Hidden Mystery Games
Mysterville
The Mystery of the Titanic
The Mystery of Cairo

Although the Hidden Mystery Games are not educational (they do not conform to the literacy or
numeracy standards) they are extremely good games for the development of both concentration,
and memory.

